
Amberleigh park is scheduled for playground equipment to be replaced this fall of 2022.  Th e community outreach requested the 
need for additional swings keeping activities for younger children.  Th e Loft  & Fire Station will add a variety of play activities to the 
village.  Th e Smart Play® Tree Tops® playstructure gives kids the sense of exploring a forest canopy branch by branch. But beyond 
the normal ups and downs of traditional tree-climbing, here kids can also navigate their way across wiggly bridges, crawl through 
the O-Zone® 3-ring climber, roar down two diff erent slides, plus so much more.  Such a great range of interconnected activities at 
multiple levels will spark hours of imaginative and energetic play, all protected by plenty of built-in shade.

Amberleigh Playground Renovation - Dublin, Ohio

Playground Site 

Loft  & Fire Station          
Double the fun by connecting a Loft  to a Fire 
Station with an elevated crawl tunnel. Th is 
expanded play structure can accommodate lots 
of kids with physical, imaginative, and thought-
provoking activities.  Th ere are 26 interactive 
activities addressing developmentally-
appropriate skills.  

Tree Tops
Th is wondrously abstract Smart Play® Tree Tops® 
playstructure gives kids the sense of exploring a 
forest canopy branch by branch. But beyond the 
normal ups and downs of traditional tree-climb-
ing, here kids can also navigate their way across 
wiggly bridges, crawl through the O-Zone® 
3-ring climber, roar down two diff erent slides, 
plus so much more. Such a great range of inter-
connected activities at multiple levels will spark 
hours of imaginative and energetic play, all 
protected by plenty of built-in shade.  

Friendship Swing 
Th is multi-user commercial playground swing is 
one size fi ts all, from two kids to a multigener-
ational family. Th e Friendship® Swing is a great 
way for siblings, parents and grandparents to 
enjoy time together. 

Roller Slide 
Th e Rollerslide brings a cool, sensory experience 
to the playground, and an inclusive play 
experience to kids of all abilities.

Color Palette 
Acorn Various posts

Limon

Leaf

Slides, various brackets

Rails, panel posts

Dune Connectors, 

Black Platforms, ropes, steps

Loft  & Firestation

New hill slide

New swings

TreeTops 


